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2 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyTheorem 1.1 (Tutte)A graph G has a perfet mathing if and only if,jO(G�B)j � jBjfor all B � V , where O(G�B) denotes the set of odd omponents of G�B.Using the above theorem it an be shown that every edge in a 2-onneted ubigraph is in some perfet mathing of the graph. Thus, every suh graph has atleast three perfet mathings. Lov�asz and Plummer have onjetured that there existonstants  > 0 and d > 1 suh that every 2-onneted ubi graph on n vertieshas at least dn perfet mathings (see [7℄). This onjeture has been veri�ed forbipartite ubi graphs (see [7℄) but, beyond this, not muh seems to be known aboutthe number of perfet mathings in 2-onneted ubi graphs.A graph is mathing overed if it has at least two verties, is onneted and, givenany edge of the graph, there is a perfet mathing of the graph that ontains it. Asnoted above, using Theorem 1.1 it an be shown that every 2-onneted ubi graphis mathing overed. Figure 1 shows four ubi graphs whih have played importantroles in our work.PSfrag replaements K4 C6 R8 PFigure 1: Four important ubi mathing overed graphsFor any graph G, we denote by M(G) the set of all perfet mathings of G andfor M 2 M(G), we denote the inidene vetor of M by �M . The mathing lattieof a mathing overed graph G is the set of all integer linear ombinations of vetorsin f�M : M 2 M(G)g. We denote the numbers of verties, edges and briks of amathing overed graph G by m(G), n(G) and b(G), respetively. (The invariant b(G)will be explained in greater detail in the next setion.) Whenever G is understood,we shall simply write M, m, n and b, instead of M(G), m(G), n(G) and b(G),respetively.Edmonds, Lov�asz and Pulleyblank [5℄ proved that the dimension dim(G) of themathing lattie of a mathing overed graph G is equal to m�n+2� b. Clearly thenumber of perfet mathings in G is at least dim(G). A mathing overed graph Gis extremal if jM(G)j = dim(G). For brevity, we shall refer to an extremal mathingovered graph as an extremal graph.



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 3It an be shown that a 2-onneted ubi graph on n verties has at most n=4briks. Thus, the dimension formula mentioned above implies that every 2-onnetedubi graph on n verties has at least n=4 + 2 perfet mathings. It ourred to usthat if the Lov�asz and Plummer onjeture were true, then there an only be a �nitenumber of extremal 2-onneted ubi graphs. This does indeed turn out to be true;we show that there are preisely eleven extremal ubi mathing overed graphs. Thetheta graph, the ubi bipartite graph with preisely two verties, is one of them.The four graphs shown in Figure 1 are also extremal. We shall show that every graphin this list, other than the theta graph and the Petersen graph, an be obtained byspliing opies of K4.In the next setion, we shall briey reall the neessary terminology from thetheory of mathing overed graphs. In setion 3 we shall establish basi properties ofextremal graphs. In setion 4 we shall give a haraterization of bipartite extremalgraphs. In setion 5 we shall give a haraterization of extremal briks. Finally, insetion 6, we shall show that there are preisely eleven extremal ubi graphs.2 Spliing and SeparationLet G and H be two disjoint graphs and let u and v be verties of G and H, re-spetively, suh that the degrees of u in G and of v in H oinide. Let d denotethe ommon degree of u and v. Further, suppose that an enumeration � := (e1 =u1u; e2 = u2u; :::; ed = udu) of the edges of G inident with u, and an enumeration� := (f1 = v1v; f2 = v2v; :::; fd = vdv) of the edges of H inident with v are given.Then the graph obtained from G� u and H � v by joining, for 1 � i � d, ui and viby a new edge is said to be obtained by spliing G and H at the spei�ed verties uand v with respet to the given enumerations � and � of the sets of edges of G andH inident with u and v, respetively.In general, the graph resulting from spliing two graphs G and H depends on thehoie of u, v, � and �. For example, there are several ways in whih two 5-wheelsan be splied at their hubs; the graphs that an be obtained by hoosing variousenumerations of edge sets inident with their hubs inlude the pentagonal prism andthe Petersen graph. However, if G is ubi, then, up to isomorphism, the graphobtained by spliing G and H = K4 depends only on the hoie of the vertex u inG. In this ase we shall denote the graph by (G � K4)u and say that it is obtainedby spliing G and K4 at u. If G is vertex transitive, even the hoie of the vertex uis irrelevant; in this ase, we shall simply denote the resulting graph by G�K4. Asexamples, let us onsider the graphs C6 and R8 shown in Figure 1. It is easy to seethat C6 = K4 �K4. The graph C6 is learly vertex transitive; there is only one wayof spliing C6 and K4 and C6 �K4 = R8. The automorphism group of R8 has threeorbits and, therefore, it is possible to obtain three di�erent graphs by spliing R8 andK4.The following Proposition is a simple onsequene of the de�nition of a mathing



4 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtyovered graph.Proposition 2.1Any graph obtained by spliing two mathing overed graphs is also mathing overed.Let G be a graph. Then, for any subset X of V , r(X) denotes the ut of G withX and X := V � X as its shores; in other words, r(X) is the set of all edges ofG whih have preisely one end in X. A ut r(X) is trivial if either X or X is asingleton.Let G be a onneted graph and let C := r(X) be a ut of G, where X is a nonnullproper subset of V (G). Then, the graph obtained from G by ontrating X to a singlevertex x is denoted by GfX; xg and the graph obtained from G by ontrating X toa single vertex x is denoted by GfX; xg. We shall refer to these two graphs GfX; xgand GfX; xg as the C-ontrations of G. If the names of the new verties in theC-ontrations are irrelevant, we shall simply denote the two C-ontrations of G byGfXg and GfXg.Let G be a mathing overed graph and let X be an odd subset of V . Then, theut C := r(X) is alled a separating ut of G if the two C-ontrations G1 and G2 ofG are mathing overed. The following proposition provides onditions under whiha ut of a mathing overed graph is a separating ut.Proposition 2.2 (See [2℄)A ut C of a mathing overed graph G is a separating ut of G if and only if, givenany edge e of G, there exists a perfet mathing Me of G suh that e 2 Me andjC \Mej = 1. 2Suppose that G is a mathing overed graph that is obtained by spliing G1 and G2at vertex u of G1 and v of G2. Then, C := r(V (G1) � u) = r(V (G2) � v) is aseparating ut of G. Conversely, suppose that G is a mathing overed graph, C aseparating ut of G, and G1 and G2 the two C-ontrations of G. Then G an beobtained by suitably spliing G1 and G2. Thus, the two operations of spliing andseparation may be regarded as the opposites of eah other.2.1 Tight Cuts, Braes and BriksLet G be a mathing overed graph. A ut C := r(X) of G is tight if jC \M j = 1for every M 2 M. It is easy to see that every trivial ut of a mathing overed graphG is tight. The following result an be easily dedued from the de�nitions:Proposition 2.3For any tight ut C of a mathing overed graph, the two C-ontrations of G arealso mathing overed.



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 5Thus every tight ut of a mathing overed graph G is a separating ut of G. Butthe onverse is not true. For example, the graphs C6, R8 and P of Figure 1 haveseparating uts that are not tight.A barrier of a graph G is a nonnull set of verties B suh that jO(G�B)j = jBj. Abarrier is trivial if it onsists of just one vertex. A mathing overed graph is biritialif it is free of nontrivial barriers. By Theorem 1.1, a mathing overed graph G isbiritial if and only if G�u� v has a perfet mathing, for eah pair u; v of distintverties u and v of G.Lemma 2.4Any spliing of two biritial graphs is biritial.Proof: Let G be a mathing overed graph, C a separating ut of G suh that eahC-ontration of G is biritial.Let G1 := GfX; xg and G2 := GfX; xg denote the two C-ontrations of G. Letu and v denote two distint verties of G.We assert that G�u�v has a perfet mathing. For this, adjust notation so thatvertex u lies in X. If vertex v also lies in X then G1 � u� v has a perfet mathingthat is extendable to a perfet mathing of G� u� v. Assume thus that v lies in X.Then, G1 � u� x has a perfet mathing M1 and G2 � v � x has a perfet mathingM2. The union of M1 and M2 is a perfet mathing of G� u� v.In all ases, we onlude that G� u� v has a perfet mathing. This onlusionholds for eah pair u; v of distint verties of G. As asserted, G is biritial. 2The following result plays a fundamental role in the theory of mathing overedgraphs.Theorem 2.5 (Edmonds, Lov�asz and Pulleyblank [5℄)A mathing overed graph with at least four verties is free of nontrivial tight uts ifand only if it is 3-onneted and biritial.A bipartite mathing overed graph without nontrivial tight uts is alled a brae. Anonbipartite mathing overed graph without nontrivial tight uts is alled a brik.By Theorem 2.5 it follows that briks are preisely the nonbipartite mathing overedgraphs that are 3-onneted and biritial.2.2 Cubi BriksIn ase of ubi graphs, Theorem 2.5 has the following onsequenes:Corollary 2.6A ubi mathing overed graph with at least four verties is a brik if and only if itis biritial.



6 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyProof: Let G be a ubi mathing overed graph with at least four verties. If G is abrik then it is biritial. To prove the onverse, suppose that G is biritial.Assume, to the ontrary, that G is not 3-onneted. Graph G, a mathing overedgraph, is 2-onneted. Moreover, G has more than two verties, by hypothesis.Let fu; vg denote a 2-separation of G. The number of odd omponents of G�u�vis even. If G� u� v has odd omponents then it has preisely two, whene fu; vg isa nontrivial barrier of G, a ontradition. We may thus assume that eah omponentof G�u�v is even. By hypothesis, G is ubi, whene v is joined to verties of someomponent K of G � u � v by at most one edge. If v is not joined to verties of Kthen u is a ut vertex, a ontradition. We onlude that v is joined to verties ofK by preisely one edge, e. Then, the end of e in V (K) plus vertex u onstitute anontrivial barrier of G, a ontradition. We onlude that if G is biritial then it is3-onneted. By Theorem 2.5, G is a brik. 2Corollary 2.7Any spliing of two ubi briks is a (ubi) brik.Proof: Let G be the result of the spliing of two ubi briks. By Lemma 2.4, G isbiritial. By Corollary 2.6, G is a brik. 2We note that, in general, a graph obtained by spliing two briks is not neessarilya brik. This is so beause a spliing of two 3-onneted graphs need not neessarilybe 3-onneted (see Figure 2)
Figure 2: A spliing of two briks that is not a brikThe following theorem gives onditions under whih a spliing of two briks is abrik.Theorem 2.8Let G be a mathing overed graph, C := r(X) a nontrivial separating ut of G suhthat eah C-ontration of G is a brik. Then, G is a brik if and only if no pair ofverties of G, one in X, the other in X, overs the set of edges of C.Proof: Assume that G is a brik. Cut C, a nontrivial separating ut of G, is odd butnot tight. Therefore G has a perfet mathing M that ontains at least three edgesin C. Thus, no pair of verties of G overs M \ C.



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 7Conversely, assume that for every vertex v in X and every vertex w in X ut Chas an edge that is not inident with any of v and w. Eah C-ontration of G is abrik, therefore 3-onneted and biritial. By Lemma 2.4, G is biritial. To provethat G is 3-onneted, let v1 and v2 be any two verties in G. Adjust notation so thatv1 lies in X.Consider �rst the ase in whih v2 also lies in X. Graph H := GfX; xg � v1 � v2is onneted beause eah C-ontration of G is 3-onneted. But H is the graphobtained from G�v1�v2 by ontrating the set X to x. Moreover, G[X℄ is onneted.Therefore, G� v1 � v2 is onneted.Consider now the ase in whih v2 lies in X. Graph H1 := G[X℄ � v1 is on-neted, beause eah C-ontration of G is 3-onneted. Likewise, H2 := G[X℄ � v2is onneted. By hypothesis, C has an edge e that is not inident with v1 and v2.Therefore, e is an edge of G� v1� v2 that joins a vertex in H1 to a vertex in H2. Weonlude that G� v1 � v2 is onneted. This onlusion holds for eah pair v1, v2 ofverties of G, whene G is 3-onneted. 22.3 Tight ut deompositionSuppose that G is a mathing overed graph and that C := r(X) is a nontrivialtight ut of G. Then, by Proposition 2.3, the two C-ontrations G1 = GfXg andG2 = GfXg are both mathing overed graphs that are smaller than G and we saythat we have deomposed G into G1 and G2. If either G1 or G2 has a nontrivialtight ut, that graph an be deomposed into smaller mathing overed graphs. Thisproess may be repeated until eah of the resulting graphs is either a brik or a braeand is alled a tight ut deomposition of G. Remarkably, tight ut deompositionsare unique up to multipliities of edges:Theorem 2.9 (Lov�asz ([6℄))Any two tight ut deompositions of a mathing overed graph yield the same list ofbriks and braes (exept possibly for multipliities of edges).In partiular, any two deompositions of a mathing overed graph G yield the samenumber of briks; this number is denoted by b(G) (or simply b, if G is understood).A near-brik is a mathing overed graph G suh that b = 1. In partiular, everybrik is a near-brik.Proposition 2.10Every biritial near-brik is a brik.Proof: Assume, to the ontrary, that a biritial near-brikG has a nontrivial tight utC := r(X). Let G1 := GfX; xg and G2 := GfX; xg denote the two C-ontrationsof G. By Theorem 2.9, one of G1 and G2 is a near-brik, the other a bipartitemathing overed graph. Adjust notation so that G1 is bipartite. Let fA;Bg denote



8 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtythe bipartition of G1 suh that x lies in A. Then, B is a nontrivial barrier of G. Thisontradits the hypothesis that G is biritial. 22.4 Removable edgesLet G be a mathing overed graph. An edge e of G is removable if the subgraph G�eobtained by deleting e is mathing overed. A removable edge e of G is b-invariantif b(G � e) = b(G). Of the four graphs in Figure 1, K4 and C6 have no removableedges, R8 has preisely one removable edge whih is also b-invariant, whereas everyedge of P is removable but is not b-invariant. Con�rming a onjeture that had beenproposed by Lov�asz in 1987, we proved the following theorem in [2℄ and [3℄:Theorem 2.11Every brik di�erent from K4, C6, and the Petersen graph has a removable edge thatis b-invariant.The theorem we proved in [2℄ and [3℄ is in fat stronger than the above theorem.Using that theorem, we were able to desribe a proedure for �nding a basis forthe mathing lattie of mathing overed graph G onsisting of inidene vetors ofperfet mathings of G (see [4℄).2.5 Separating uts in briksBy de�nition, a brik does not have any nontrivial tight uts. But it is also possiblefor a brik to have no nontrivial separating uts at all; any suh brik is solid. Moregenerally, a mathing overed graph G is solid if eah separating ut of G is tight.The odd wheel W2k+1 (k � 1) is the graph obtained from an odd iruit C =(v0; v1; :::; v2k; v0) by adding a new vertex h and joining it to eah vertex of C. Thevertex h is alled the hub of W2k+1 and the iruit C its rim. The odd wheel W3 isisomorphi to K4; in this ase, any vertex of the graph may be regarded as its hub.However, for k � 2, W2k+1 has a unique hub. For every k � 1, W2k+1 is a solid brik.(See [2℄ for a proof of this and for other examples of solid briks.)Clearly any brik whose underlying simple graph is an odd wheel is also solid. Weshall refer to suh a graph as an odd wheel up to multiple edges.Suppose that G is a brik, C is a nontrivial separating ut of G and that G1 and G2are the two C-ontrations of G. Then C is alled a robust ut of G if b(G1) = 1 andb(G2) = 1. That is, a ut C of a brik G is robust if and only if eah C-ontration ofG is a near-brik. We were able to show in [3℄ that every nonsolid brik has a robustut. This was a ruial step in the indutive proof of Theorem 2.11.In the urrent ontext, we shall see that every solid extremal brik is an odd wheel(up to multiple edges) and that every extremal nonsolid brik has a robust ut C sothat one of its C-ontrations is an odd wheel (up to multiple edges) and the other C-ontration is an extremal brik. In ase of ubi graphs, we prove something stronger,



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 9namely that every extremal ubi brik di�erent from K4 and P has a robust ut Cof ardinality three so that one of its C-ontrations is K4, the other C-ontrationis an extremal ubi brik. It is this result that enables us to determine the list of allextremal ubi mathing overed graphs.3 Extremal GraphsAs mentioned in the introdution, Edmonds, Lov�asz and Pulleyblank ([5℄) establishedthe following formula for the dimension of the mathing lattie of a mathing overedgraph.Theorem 3.1For any mathing overed graph G, dim(G) = m� n+ 2� b.As an immediate onsequene of the above theorem we have:Corollary 3.2For any mathing overed graph G, jMj � m� n+ 2� b.A mathing overed graph G is extremal if jMj = m� n + 2� b. If G is a ubibrik on n verties, then dim(G) = 3n=2�n+2�1 = n=2+1. All the four graphs inFigure 1 are ubi briks. Furthermore, jV (K4)j = 4 and jM(K4)j = 3; jV (C6)j = 6and jM(C6)j = 4; jV (R8)j = 8 and jM(R8)j = 5; and jV (P )j = 10 and jM(P )j = 6.Therefore, all these four briks are extremal. It is also easy to verify that for everyk � 1, the odd wheel W2k+1 is an extremal brik. However, not every graph whoseunderlying simple graph is an odd wheel is extremal, see Proposition 3.6.3.1 Three Fundamental Properties of Extremal GraphsAn edge of a graph is solitary if it lies in preisely one perfet mathing of the graph.The following theorem shows the relevane of the notion of b-invariane to the studyof extremal graphs.Theorem 3.3Let G be a mathing overed graph and let e be a removable edge of G that is b-invariant. Then G is extremal if and only if G � e is extremal and e is solitary inG.Proof: Sine e is a removable edge of G, the graph G � e is mathing overed.Moreover, e is b-invariant, whene b(G� e) = b. Thus,jM(G� e)j � (m� 1)� n+ 2� b;with equality if and only if G� e is extremal. Also,jMj � jM(G� e)j+ 1;



10 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtywith equality if and only if e is solitary in G. Adding up the two inequalities andsimplifying, we have that jMj � m� n + 2� b;with equality if and only if G � e is extremal and e is solitary in G. As asserted, Gis extremal if and only if G� e is extremal and e is solitary in G. 2We now establish simple relations between the number of verties, the numberof edges and the number of perfet mathings of a mathing overed graph and thevalues of these parameters in the ut-ontrations of G with respet to a tight utand also with respet to a separating ut.Theorem 3.4Let G be a mathing overed graph, C a tight ut of G, G1 and G2 the two C-ontrations of G. Graph G is extremal if and only if (i) eah of G1 and G2 isextremal and (ii) eah edge of C is solitary in at least one of G1 and G2.Proof: For i = 1; 2, let mi := jE(Gi)j, ni := jV (Gi)j, bi := b(Gi) and Mi :=M(Gi).For eah edge e in C, letMi(e) denote the set of perfet mathings of Gi that ontainedge e and M(e) the set of perfet mathings of G that ontain edge e. Then,jM(e)j = jM1(e)j � jM2(e)j � jM1(e)j+ jM2(e)j � 1; (8e 2 C) (1)with equality if and only if e is solitary in at least one of G1 and G2. Adding up (1)over all edges e in C, we dedue thatjMj � jM1j+ jM2j � jCj; (2)with equality if and only if eah edge of C is solitary in at least one of G1 and G2.On the other hand, jM1j � m1 � n1 + 2� b1; (3)with equality if and only if G1 is extremal. Likewise,jM2j � m2 � n2 + 2� b2; (4)with equality if and only if G2 is extremal. Adding (2), (3) and (4), and taking intoaount that m = m1 +m2 � jCj, n = n1 + n2 � 2 and b = b1 + b2, we dedue thatjMj � m� n + 2� b; (5)with equality if and only if eah of G1 and G2 is extremal and eah edge of C issolitary in at least one of G1 and G2. 2



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 11Theorem 3.5Let G be a brik, C a robust ut of G, G1 and G2 the two C-ontrations of G. GraphG is extremal if and only if (i) eah of G1 and G2 is extremal, (ii) eah edge of C issolitary in at least one of G1 and G2, and (iii) G has preisely one perfet mathingthat ontains more than one edge in C.Proof: For i = 1; 2, let mi := jE(Gi)j, ni := jV (Gi)j, bi := b(Gi) and Mi :=M(Gi).By hypothesis, C is robust, whene b1 = 1 = b2. For eah edge e in C, let Mi(e)denote the set of perfet mathings of Gi that ontain edge e and M(e) the set ofperfet mathings M of G suh that M \ C = feg. Then,jM(e)j = jM1(e)j � jM2(e)j � jM1(e)j+ jM2(e)j � 1; (8e 2 C) (6)with equality if and only if e is solitary in at least one of G1 and G2. Graph G is abrik and ut C is robust in G, therefore at least one perfet mathing of G ontainsmore than one edge in C. Adding up (6) over all edges e in C, we dedue thatjMj � jM1j+ jM2j � jCj+ 1; (7)with equality if and only if eah edge of C is solitary in at least one of G1 and G2,and G has preisely one perfet mathing that ontains more than one edge in C. Onthe other hand, jM1j � m1 � n1 + 2� b1 = m1 � n1 + 1; (8)with equality if and only if G1 is extremal. Likewise,jM2j � m2 � n2 + 2� b2 = m2 � n2 + 1; (9)with equality if and only if G2 is extremal. Adding (7), (8) and (9), and taking intoaount that m = m1 +m2 � jCj and n = n1 + n2 � 2, we dedue thatjMj � m� n+ 1 = m� n + 2� b; (10)with equality if and only if eah of G1 and G2 is extremal, eah edge of C is solitaryin at least one of G1 and G2, and G has preisely one perfet mathing that ontainsmore than one edge in C. 2The Petersen graph P provides an interesting illustration of the above theorem.If X is the vertex set of any pentagon of P , C := r(X) is a robust ut of G. Thetwo C-ontrations of P are both 5-wheels and are extremal. Furthermore, there isonly one perfet mathing of P that has more than one edge in C.We onlude this subsetion with useful observations on multiple edges in extremalgraphs. Let e be a b-invariant removable edge in an extremal graph G and letM be a



12 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtyperfet mathing ontaining e. Sine e is solitary, it follows that no edge in M otherthan e an be a multiple edge. In partiular, sine any multiple edge in an extremalgraph is a b-invariant removable edge, it follows that no perfet mathing of suh agraph an ontain more than one multiple edge. It is also easy to see that if e is ab-invariant removable edge in an extremal graph G, then the graph G + f obtainedfrom G by adding an edge f joining the two ends of e is also extremal. Applyingthese observations to odd wheels, we have:Proposition 3.6Let G be a graph whose underlying simple graph is an odd wheel W2k+1. Then G isextremal if and only if either n = 4 and any two multiple edges of G are adjaent, orn > 4 and all multiple edges of G are inident with the hub of W2k+1.3.2 Solitary EdgesIn this subsetion, we shall disuss onditions under whih an edge of a graph issolitary. The following proposition is a simple observation.Proposition 3.7In any graph G, an edge e := vw is solitary in G if and only if graph G� v � w haspreisely one perfet mathing. 2Proposition 3.8Let G be a bipartite graph with a unique perfet mathing M , P a maximal M -alternating path in G. Then, P has odd length, the �rst and last edges of P lie inM , and the origin and terminus of P both have degree one in G.Proof: Let v denote the origin of P .Assume, to the ontrary, that the edge e of M in r(v) does not lie in P , let wdenote the end of e distint from v. By the maximality of P , w lies in P , whene thesubpath of P from v to w, plus edge e, is an M -alternating iruit in G. This impliesthat M is not unique, a ontradition.We onlude that the �rst edge of P lies in M . Likewise, the last edge of P alsolies in M . Then, P has odd length. Assume, to the ontrary, that the degree of v isat least two. Let f denote any edge of r(v)�M , let x denote the end of f distintfrom v. By the maximality of P , x lies in P . Thus, the subpath of P from v to xplus edge f is an M -alternating iruit in G. This implies that M is not unique, aontradition. We onlude that vertex v has degree one in G. Likewise, so too doesvertex w, the terminus of P . 2The following result is due to K�otzig (see [7℄):Theorem 3.9Every graph that has a unique perfet mathing has a ut edge.



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 13Proof: Let G be a graph with a unique perfet mathing M and let B be a maximalbarrier of G. Let K denote the set of all odd omponents of G�B. We observe thateah K 2 K is fator- ritial. If not, by Tutte's theorem (Theorem 1.1), there existsa nonempty subset B0 of V (K) suh that jO(K � B0)j � jB0j+ 1 and it follows thatB [ B0 is a barrier of G. This is not possible, by the maximality of B. We also notethat G � B has no even omponents. If not, then, for every even omponent K ofG�B and any vertex v of V (K), B [ fvg is a barrier of G. Again, this not possible,by the maximality of B.Let H denote the bipartite graph obtained by ontrating eah odd omponent Kof G� B to a vertex yK and deleting all edges with both ends in B. Then (B; Y ) isa bipartition of H, where Y := fyK : K 2 Kg. Clearly, N := M \ E(H) is a perfetmathing of H and, sine eah K 2 K is fator-ritial, any perfet mathing of Han be extended to a perfet mathing of G. Hene N is the only perfet mathingof H.Let P be a maximal N -alternating path in H. By Proposition 3.8, P has oddlength and its origin and terminus both have degree one in H. Adjust notation sothat the origin of P lies in Y . Then, the �rst edge of P is a ut edge of G. 2The next property gives a reursive algorithm to deide whether a given perfetmathing of a graph is unique.Corollary 3.10Let G be a (nonnull) graph with a perfet mathing M . Then, M is the only perfetmathing of G if and only if (i) G has a ut edge e that lies in M , and (ii) M � e isthe only perfet mathing of G� v � w, where v and w are the ends of e.3.3 Redution of 2-VertiesA 2-vertex of a graph G is a vertex of degree two in G that is adjaent to preiselytwo verties of G. Let G be a mathing overed graph, u a 2-vertex of G, v and wthe two neighbors of u. Let X := fu; v; wg. Then, C := r(X) is a tight ut of G.The C-ontration G1 := GfX; xg is thus a mathing overed graph. We say thatG1 is obtained from G by the redution of a 2-vertex. If G1 also has a 2-vertex theoperation may be repeated until we obtain a graph free of 2-verties: that graph issaid to be the 2-redution of G.Proposition 3.11The 2-redution of a mathing overed graph G is unique up to isomorphisms.Proof: By indution on G. If G is free of 2-verties then G is the only 2-redution ofG, and the assertion holds trivially.Assume thus that G has at least one 2-vertex, say u. Let v and w denote theneighbors of u, X := fu; v; wg, C := r(X), G1 := GfX; xg. If u is the only 2-vertex



14 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtyof G then G1 is free of 2-verties and is thus the only 2-redution of G. Again, theassertion holds in this ase.Assume thus that G has a 2-vertex u0 distint from u. Let v0 and w0 denote thetwo neighbors of u0, X 0 := fu0; v0; w0g, C 0 := r(X 0) and G01 := GfX 0; x0g.We assert that eah 2-redution of G1 is isomorphi to eah 2-redution of G01.For this, onsider �rst the ase in whih C and C 0 are not disjoint. In that ase,graphs G1 and G01 are isomorphi. By indution hypothesis, all 2-redutions of G1are isomorphi, whene so too are all 2-redutions of G1 and G01.Consider last the ase in whih C and C 0 are disjoint. In that ase, vertex u0 isa 2-vertex of G1 and vertex u is a 2-vertex of G01. By indution hypothesis, eah 2-redution of G1 is isomorphi to eah 2-redution of G1fX 0; x0g and eah 2-redutionof G01 is isomorphi to eah 2-redution of G01fX; xg. But G1fX 0; x0g = G01fX; xg.In both ases, every 2-redution of G1 is isomorphi to every 2-redution of G01.This onlusion holds for eah pair of distint 2-verties u and u0 of G. Therefore, all2-redutions of G are isomorphi. 2Corollary 3.12A mathing overed graph G is extremal if and only if its 2-redution is extremal.Proof: By indution on G. If G is free of 2-verties then the assertion holds immedi-ately. Assume thus that G has a 2-vertex u. Let v and w denote the neighbors of u,X := fu; v; wg, C := r(X), G0 := GfX; xg, G00 := GfX; xg.Let m0, n0 and b0 denote respetively the number of edges, verties and briks ofG0. Let M0 denote the set of perfet mathings of G0.For eah perfet mathing M of G, M \ E(G0) is a perfet mathing of G0; on-versely, for eah perfet mathingM 0 of G0 preisely one ofM 0[fuvg and M 0[fuwgis a perfet mathing of G. Thus, there exists a one-to-one orrespondene relatingM and M0, whene jMj = jM0j:Clearly, m� n = m0 + 2� (n0 + 2) = m0 � n0:Graph G00 is C4, up to multiple edges in C. Moreover, C is tight. Therefore,b = b0:We onlude that jMj � (m � n + 2 � b) = jM0j � (m0 � n0 + 2 � b0). Thus, G isextremal if and only if G0 is extremal. By indution hypothesis, G0 is extremal if andonly if its 2-redution is extremal. But the 2-redution of G0 is the 2-redution of G.As asserted, G is extremal if and only if its 2-redution is extremal. 2



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 154 Bipartite Extremal GraphsIn this setion we haraterize bipartite extremal mathing overed graphs.Lemma 4.1Let G be a bipartite mathing overed graph free of verties of degree two. Then, Gis extremal if and only if it ontains preisely two verties.Proof: By hypothesis, G is free of verties of degree two and mathing overed. Everymathing overed graph is 2-onneted. Therefore, either G has preisely two vertiesor eah vertex of G is inident with at least three edges.Assume, to the ontrary, that G has at least four verties. Then, eah vertex of Gis inident with at least three edges. Let fA;Bg denote the bipartition of G. Sine Ghas at least four verties and is free of verties of degree two, it has a removable edge,say e (see [4℄ for a proof). Every removable edge of G is b-invariant. In partiular, eis b-invariant. By Theorem 3.3, edge e is solitary in G.Let u and v denote the ends of e. Adjust notation so that u lies in A, whereupon vlies in B. Let M be the perfet mathing of G that ontains edge e. Let N :=M � e,H := G� u� v. Then, N is a perfet mathing of H. For eah perfet mathing N 0of H, set N 0 [ feg is a perfet mathing of G. Sine e is solitary, it follows that N isthe only perfet mathing of H.Let P denote a maximalN -alternating path inH, w and x the origin and terminusof P . By Proposition 3.8, path P has odd length, the �rst and last edges of P lie inM and eah of w and x has degree one in H.The degree of eah vertex of G is at least three. Therefore, in G, w is joined by atleast two edges to vertex v. Likewise, vertex x is joined to vertex u by at least twoedges.Therefore, P may be extended in G to an M -alternating iruit that ontains twoedges not in M , eah of whih is a multiple edge in G. Eah suh edge is removable,b-invariant, but not solitary in G. By Theorem 3.3, graph G is not extremal, aontradition. 2Corollary 4.2A bipartite mathing overed graph is extremal if and only if its 2-redution ontainspreisely two verties.5 Extremal BriksIn this setion we show that every brik is either an odd wheel up to multiple edgesor the result of the spliing of an odd wheel with an extremal brik. We aomplishthis by showing that (i) every solid extremal brik is an odd wheel and (ii) everynonsolid extremal brik is the result of the spliing of two extremal briks, at leastone of whih is solid. In both ases we shall make use of the following result:



16 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyTheorem 5.1Let G be an extremal mathing overed graph. If G is free of verties of degree twothen G is biritial.Proof: By indution on G. Assume that G is free of verties of degree two. Assume,to the ontrary, that G has a nontrivial barrier B.If eah omponent of G�B is trivial then G is bipartite. That is, G is a bipartiteextremal mathing overed graph free of verties of degree two that ontains at leastfour verties. That is a ontradition to Lemma 4.1.We may thus assume that G � B has a nontrivial omponent, say K. Let C :=r(V (K)). Then, C is a nontrivial tight ut of G. Let G1 := GfV (K); vKg andG2 := GfVK; vKg denote the two C-ontrations of G.By Theorem 3.4, eah of G1 and G2 is extremal. Moreover, eah edge of C issolitary in at least one of G1 and G2.Graph G2 is an extremal mathing overed graph and B is a nontrivial barrierof G2. By indution hypothesis, G2 is not free of verties of degree two. It followsthat C ontains preisely two edges. Moreover, vertex vK is the only vertex of degreetwo in G2 and vertex vK is the only vertex of degree two in G1. By Proposition 5.2,asserted below, no edge of C is solitary in any of G1 and G2. This is a ontraditionto Theorem 3.4. As asserted, G is biritial.Proposition 5.2Let G be a mathing overed graph, v the only vertex of degree two in G. Then, noedge of r(v) is solitary in G.Proof: Let e1 and e2 denote the two edges of r(v). For i = 1; 2, let vi denote the endof ei distint from v. By hypothesis, vertex v1 has degree greater than two. Eah edgeof r(v1)� e1 lies in a perfet mathing that neessarily ontains edge e2. Therefore,e2 lies in at least d1 � 1 perfet mathings of G, where d1 denotes the degree of v1.Therefore, e2 is not solitary in G. Likewise, e1 is not solitary in G. 2The proof of Proposition 5.2 ompletes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 2Corollary 5.3Every extremal ubi mathing overed graph with at least four verties is a brik.Proof: Let G be an extremal ubi graph with at least four verties. By Theorem 5.1,G is biritial. By Corollary 2.6, G is a brik. 25.1 Extremal Solid BriksIn this setion we haraterize the solid extremal briks: they are all odd wheels. Inorder to do that we need two lemmas:



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 17Lemma 5.4Let G be a mathing overed graph suh that no two 2-verties are adjaent. Then,an edge e is removable in G if and only if it lies and is removable in the 2-redutionof G.Proof: By indution on G. If G is free of 2-verties then G is its 2-redution and theassertion holds trivially. Assume thus that G has a 2-vertex, u. Let v and w denotethe two verties of G that are adjaent to v. Let X := fu; v; wg, C := r(X). LetG1 := GfX; xg and G2 := GfX; xg denote the two C-ontrations of G.Assume that e lies and is removable in G2. The underlying simple graph of G1 isC4. By hypothesis, neither v nor w has degree two (or less) in G, whene eah edgeof C is a multiple edge in G1. If e lies in C then it is a multiple edge of G1, wheneG1 � e is mathing overed; if e does not lie in C then G1 = G1 � e. In both ases,G1 � e is mathing overed. By hypothesis, e is removable in G2, whene G2 � e ismathing overed. We onlude that both (C� e)-ontrations of G� e are mathingovered, whene so too is G� e. Thus, e is removable in G.Conversely, assume that e is a removable edge of G. Edges e1 := uv and e2 := uware learly nonremovable in G. Therefore, e is an edge of G2. Moreover, u is a 2-vertex of G � e, whene eah (C � e)-ontration of G � e is mathing overed. Inpartiular, G2 � e is mathing overed. That is, e lies in G2 and is removable in G2.We onlude that an edge of G is removable in G if and only if it lies in G2 and isremovable in G2. Vertex x of G2 has degree at least four, beause its degree is equalto two less than the sum of the degrees of v and w in G. Therefore, no two 2-vertiesof G2 are adjaent. By indution hypothesis, an edge of G2 is removable in G2 if andonly if it lies and is removable in the 2-redution of G2. But the 2-redution of G2 isthe 2-redution of G, by Proposition 3.11. As asserted, an edge of G is removable inG if and only if it lies and is removable in the 2-redution of G. 2Lemma 5.5 (The Exhange Property)Let G be a solid mathing overed graph, e a removable edge of G. Every edge f thatis removable in G� e is also removable in G.Proof: Assume, to the ontrary, that f is not removable in G. By hypothesis, f isremovable in G�e. Thus, e is the only edge of G�f that does not lie in some perfetmathing of G� f . By Tutte's Theorem (Theorem 1.1), G� f has a barrier B suhthat e is the only edge of G that has both ends in B. Moreover, sine G is mathingovered, B is not a barrier of G, whene f has its ends in distint (odd) omponentsof G� f �B.Let K denote the set of (odd) omponents of G � f � B. For eah K in K, letCK := rG(V (K)). Let g denote any edge of G. We assert that g lies in a perfetmathing Mg of G that has preisely one edge in CK , for eah K in K. For this,onsider �rst the ase in whih g is distint from both e and f . Graph G � e � f ismathing overed. Let Mg be a perfet mathing of G� e � f that ontains edge g.



18 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyA simple ounting argument shows that Mg ontains preisely one edge in CK, foreah K in K. Consider next the ase in whih G is one of e and f . Let Me :=Mf bea perfet mathing of G that ontains edge e. A straightforward ounting argumentshows that Me ontains edge f and preisely one edge in CK, for eah K in K. Asasserted, eah edge g of G lies in a perfet mathing Mg of G that ontains preiselyone edge in CK, for eah K in K. It follows that CK is a separating ut, for eahomponent K in K.Let M be a perfet mathing of G � e that ontains edge f . Thus, M is aperfet mathing of G that ontains edge f but does not ontain edge e. A ountingargument shows that M ontains preisely three edges in CK, for some omponentK in K. Thus, CK is separating but not tight in G. This ontradits the hypothesisthat G is solid. As asserted, f is removable in G. 2Theorem 5.6Let G be a brik on n verties. If n = 4 then G is extremal and solid if and only ifall multiple edges of G are pairwise adjaent. If n > 4 then G is extremal and solidif and only if it is an odd wheel up to multiple spokes.Proof: We have already noted that every odd wheel is an extremal solid brik. ThesuÆieny of the asserted onditions thus follows from Proposition 3.6. Let us nowproeed to prove their neessity. Thus, assume that G is an extremal solid brik. Weshall prove that either (i) n � 6 and G is an odd wheel up to multiple spokes, or(ii) n = 4 and all multiple edges of G are pairwise adjaent. This shall be done byindution on jV (G)j.Consider �rst the ase in whih no removable edge of G is b-invariant. By Theo-rem 2.11, G is one of K4, C6 and P . Graphs C6 and P are not solid. Thus, G = K4,an odd wheel. The assertion holds in this ase.We may thus assume that G has a removable edge e that is b-invariant. ByTheorem 3.3, edge e is solitary and graph G � e is extremal. Let M be the perfetmathing of G that ontains edge e.Let W denote the 2-redution of G � e. Every vertex of G, a brik, is adjaentto at least three verties. Let us now examine in some detail the relation involvingG � e and W . In [2℄, we proved a result (Theorem 2.28) that implies the followingassertion:Theorem 5.7If a mathing overed graph G is solid and e is a removable edge in G then G� e isalso solid. 2Proposition 5.8Graph W is a solid extremal brik.



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 19Proof: Graph G� e is extremal. Sine G is solid, G� e is also solid, by Theorem 5.7.By de�nition, e is b-invariant, whene G�e is a near-brik. Thus, G�e is an extremalsolid near-brik.The operation of redution of a 2-vertex, when applied to a graph G0, orrespondsto the replaement of G0 by G1, one of its C-ontrations, where C is a tight ut ofG0. Moreover, the C-ontration of G distint from G1 is bipartite. Every separatingnontight ut of G1 is also a separating nontight ut of G0. We onlude that the 2-redution of a solid graph is solid. We also onlude that the operation of 2-redutionpreserves the number of briks of the graph. In our ase, the 2-redution W of G� eis a solid near-brik. Moreover, W is extremal, by Corollary 3.12. Thus, W is anextremal solid near-brik. By Theorem 5.1, W is biritial. By Proposition 2.10, Wis a brik. As asserted, W is an extremal solid brik. 2By indution hypothesis, either (i) W has at least six verties and is an odd wheelup to multiple spokes, or (ii) W has preisely four verties and all multiple edges arepairwise adjaent.Proposition 5.9No edge of M � e is removable in W .Proof: Assume, to the ontrary, that some edge f of M � e is removable in W . ByLemma 5.4, f is removable in G�e. By Lemma 5.5, f is removable in G. Then, G�fhas a perfet mathing M 0 that ontains edge e. Thus, M 0 is a perfet mathing ofG that ontains edge e but not f , whene it is distint from M . We onlude that eis not solitary in G, a ontradition. 2Lemma 5.10At most one end of e has degree three in G.Proof: Let v and v0 denote the ends of e in G. Every vertex of G is adjaent to atleast three verties in G. Assume, to the ontrary, that both v and v0 have degreethree in G. Let b1 and b2 denote the verties of G that, in addition to v0, are adjaentto v in G. Likewise, let b01 and b02 denote the verties of G that, in addition to v, areadjaent to v0 in G. We now onsider three ases, depending on the number of vertiesthat fb1; b2g and fb01; b02g have in ommon. In eah ase we dedue a ontradition.Case 1 Sets fb1; b2g and fb01; b02g are idential.Adjust notation so that b1 = b01, whereupon b2 = b02 (Figure 3(a)). Consider �rst thease in whih n = 4. In that ase, the underlying simple graph of G is K4, whene b1and b2 are adjaent. No perfet mathing of G� e ontains an edge that joins b1 andb2. Therefore, edge e is not removable in G, a ontradition. Consider next the asein whih n > 4. Then, G�b1�b2 is not onneted, whene G is not 3-onneted. Thisis a ontradition to Theorem 2.5. In both alternatives we derived a ontradition.
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ww0v vvv0 v0v0 b1b1 b1 b2b2b2 b01b01 b02(a) (b) () (d)Figure 3: Illustrations for the proof of Lemma 5.10. Dashed lines indiate edges that lie inthe perfet mathing M of G that ontains edge e.Case 2 Sets fb1; b2g fb01; b02g have preisely one vertex in ommon.Adjust notation so that b2 = b02 (Figure 3(b)). Let B := fb1; b2; b01g, I := fv; v0g,X := B [ I. Then, W is isomorphi to GfX; xg. No edge of G joins any two vertiesin B, beause e is removable. Thus, jM \ r(X)j = 3 and jr(X)j � 5. Moreover, theends of the three edges of M \r(X) in X are distint.Consider �rst the ase in whih x is adjaent in W to preisely three verties.Then, at least one edge ofM \r(X) is multiple in W , whene removable inW . Thisis a ontradition to Proposition 5.9. Consider next the ase in whih x is adjaentin W to more than three verties. Then, W is an odd wheel with at least six vertiesand x is its hub. Eah spoke of W is removable in W . In partiular, eah of the threeedges of M \ r(X) is removable in W . In both alternatives we get a ontraditionto Proposition 5.9.Case 3 Sets fb1; b2g fb01; b02g are disjoint.Let B := fb1; b2g, X := B [ fvg. Likewise, let B0 := fb01; b02g, X 0 := B0 [ fv0g. Then,W is isomorphi to the graph obtained from G by ontrating X to a single vertex xand X 0 to a single vertex x0 (Figure 3()).No edge of G has both ends in B, otherwise e would not be removable. Likewise,no edge of G has both ends in B0. Let L be the subgraph of W spanned by M � e.Then, eah of x and x0 has degree two in L, all the other verties have degree one in L.Consider �rst the ase in whih W is an odd wheel with more than four verties. Thehub ofW is inident with an edge ofM�e. Moreover, eah spoke ofW is removable.This is a ontradition to Proposition 5.9. Consider next the ase in whih W haspreisely four verties. The degrees of the verties of L are 1; 1; 2; 2. Moreover, L isfree of multiple edges, by Proposition 5.9. Therefore, L is a path Q := (w; x; x0; w0)of length three (Figure 3(d)). The degree of x in W �M is at least two and the twoedges of M \rW (x) are not multiple edges in W . Therefore, at least two edges join



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 21x to w0 in W . Likewise, at least two edges join x0 to w in W . This is a ontraditionto the fat that the multiple edges of W are pairwise adjaent. In both alternativeswe derived a ontradition.In all ases onsidered we derived a ontradition based on the hypothesis thatboth ends of e have degree three in G. As asserted, at most one end of e has degreethree in G. 2We now omplete the proof of the Theorem onsidering two ases: in the �rst ase,no end of e has degree three in G; in the seond ase, preisely one end of e has degreethree in G.Case 1 No end of e has degree three in G.Therefore, W = G � e. Consider �rst the ase in whih n = 4. Then, the multipleedges of G � e are pairwise adjaent in G� e. Moreover, sine e is solitary, at mostone edge of G is not adjaent to edge e. We onlude that the multiple edges of Gare pairwise adjaent and the assertion holds.Consider now the ase in whih n > 4. Then, G � e is an odd wheel, up tomultiple spokes. Let h denote the hub of G� e. Every spoke is removable in G� e.By Proposition 5.9, no edge of M � e is removable in G � e. Therefore, no edge ofM � e is inident with h. We onlude that edge e is the edge of M inident with h,whene G is an odd wheel, up to multiple spokes.Case 2 Preisely one end of e has degree three in G.Let v denote the end of e of degree three. Let h denote the other end of e. Let b1 and b2denote the two verties that are adjaent to v in G�e, let X := fb1; b2; vg (Figure 4).For i = 1; 2, let fi := bivi denote the edge of M inident with bi, letgi := biwi denoteany edge in r(bi)� (M [ r(v)). No edge of G joins verties b1 and b2, beause e isremovable. Then, fe; f1; g1; f2; g2g � r(X) (Figure 4(a)). Graph W is isomorphi toGfX; xg.We assert that w1 = h. For this, assume the ontrary. Consider �rst the asein whih w1 does not lie in fv1; v2; hg. Then, in W , x is adjaent to at least fourverties. In that ase, W is an odd wheel with at least six verties and x is its hub.Eah spoke of W is thus removable in W . In partiular, f1 is removable in W , aontradition to Proposition 5.9. Consider next the ase in whih w1 lies in fv1; v2g.If w1 = v1 then f1 is a multiple edge in W . If w1 = v2 then f2 is a multiple edgein W . In both alternatives, an edge of M � e is removable in W , a ontradition toProposition 5.9. As asserted, w1 = h. This equality holds for eah edge g1 = b1w1of r(X) �M that is inident with b1. Therefore, b1 is adjaent to preisely threeverties: v, v1 and h. Likewise, b2 is adjaent to preisely three verties: v, v2 and h(Figure 4(b)). Moreover, edges g1 and g2 are multiple in W .If V (W ) = fx; h; v1; v2g then the underlying simple graph of W is K4; moreover,preisely one edge joins v1 and v2, beause g1 and g2 are multiple edges in W : in
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(a) (b)Figure 4: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 5.6, in the ase in whih edge e has preiselyone end of degree three. Dashed lines indiate the edges of the perfet mathing M of Gthat ontains edge e.that ase, W � h is the triangle Q := (x; x1 = v1; x2 = v2). Alternatively, if W hasmore than four verties then it is an odd wheel up to multiple spokes; the only vertexof W not inident with edges in M is h; every spoke of W is removable, whene,by Proposition 5.9, vertex h is the hub of W : in that ase, W � h is the polygonQ := (x; x1 = v1; x2; � � � ; xn�4 = v2). In both alternatives, replaement of x in Qby (b2; v; b1) yields an odd polygon R with preisely n� 1 verties, whih is equal toG � h. Moreover, h is adjaent to eah vertex of R. We onlude that G is an oddwheel up to multiple spokes, with at least six verties, with hub h and rim R.The analysis of the two possible ases ompletes the proof of Theorem 5.6. 25.2 Extremal Nonsolid BriksWe are now in position to show that every nonsolid extremal brik is the result ofspliing an odd wheel (up to multiple edges) with an extremal brik.Let G be a mathing overed graph. A ut C preedes ut D in G, written C � D,if jM \ Cj � jM \Dj for eah perfet mathing M of G. If equality holds for eahperfet mathingM of G then C and D are mathing equivalent. If stritly inequalityholds for at least one perfet mathing M then C stritly preedes D in G, writtenC � D. The following result was proved in [2℄ as Corollary 2.4:Theorem 5.11Let G be a brik, M0 a perfet mathing of G, C a nontrivial separating ut of Gsuh that jM0 \ C j > 1. If C is minimal with respet to the relation � of preedene



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 23among all nontrivial separating uts D of G suh that D � C and jM0 \D j > 1,then C is robust.Corollary 5.12Every nonsolid brik has a robust ut.Proof: Assume that G is a nonsolid brik. Then, G has a separating nontight utC. Let M0 be a perfet mathing of G that ontains more than one edge in C. LetC denote the olletion of those nontrivial separating uts D of G suh that D � Cand jM0 \Dj > 1. Cut C ertainly lies in C, whene C is nonnull. Let D be a ut inC that is minimal with respet to the relation of preedene. By Theorem 5.11, D isrobust. 2Theorem 5.13Every nonsolid brik G has a robust ut C suh that one of the C-ontrations of Gis solid.Proof: By Corollary 5.12, G has robust uts. Let C := r(X) be a robust utin G, with jXj as small as possible. Let G2 := GfX; xg, and let M0 denote aperfet mathing of G suh that jM0 \ C j > 1. We assert that the C-ontrationG1 := GfX; xg of G is solid.Assume, to the ontrary, that G1 has a separating nontight ut D1. LetM 01 denoteany perfet mathing of G1 ontaining more than one edge in D1. Let M 001 denotea perfet mathing of G2 that ontains the edge of M 01 in C. Let M1 := M 01 [M 001 .Then M1 is a perfet mathing of G that ontains more than one edge in D1 and justone edge in C.We �rst observe that C and D1 are \oherent" separating uts of G, in the follow-ing sense: for every edge e of G there exists a perfet mathingMe of G that ontainsedge e and just one edge in eah of C and D1. To see this, onsider �rst the ase inwhih e lies in G1; in that ase, G1 has a perfet mathing, M 0e, that ontains e andjust one edge in D1; let M 00e denote a perfet mathing of G2 that ontains the edgeof M 0e in C. Then M 0e [M 00e is a perfet mathing of G that ontains edge e and justone edge in eah of C and D1. Now onsider the ase in whih edge e does not lie inG1. Let M 00e denote a perfet mathing of G2 that ontains edge e. Let M 0e denote aperfet mathing of G1 that ontains the edge of M 00e in C and just one edge in D1.Again, M 0e [M 00e is a perfet mathing of G that ontains edge e and just one edgein eah of C and D1.Let C denote the olletion of those nontrivial separating uts D of G suh thatD � D1 and jM1 \Dj > 1. Colletion C is nonnull, beause ut D1 lies in C. LetD denote a ut in C that is minimum with respet to the relation of preedene. ByTheorem 5.11, D is robust. Sine M1 has more than one edge in D, but has only oneedge in C, it follows that D is not mathing-equivalent to C. In partiular, D 6= C.



24 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyLet Y denote the shore of D suh that jX \ Y j is odd. Then, I := r(X \ Y )and U := r(X \ Y ) are odd uts. A simple ounting argument then shows that forevery set M of edges of G,jM \ C j+ jM \D j = jM \ I j+ jM \ U j+ 2 jM \r(X � Y; Y �X)j ; (11)where r(X � Y; Y �X) denotes the set of edges of G that have one end in X � Y ,the other in Y �X.For any edge e of G, mathing Me, de�ned above, ontains edge e and just oneedge in eah of C and D1. Sine D � D1, it follows that Me also has just one edgein D. Thus, jMe \ Cj + jMe \Dj = 2. From (11), we dedue that Me has just oneedge in eah of I and U . Moreover, Me and r(X � Y; Y � X) are disjoint. Theseonlusions hold for eah edge e of G, and edge e lies in Me. Therefore, eah of Iand U is separating. Moreover, no edge of G joins a vertex of X � Y to a vertex ofY �X. Thus modularity applies to the pair C, D, that is, for every set M of edgesof G, jM \ C j+ jM \D j = jM \ I j+ jM \ U j : (12)We assert that U is a tight ut in G2. For this, assume, to the ontrary, that thereexists a perfet mathing M 002 of G2 that ontains more than one edge in U . Let M 02denote a perfet mathing of G1 that ontains the edge ofM 002 in C and just one edgein D1. Then M2 := M 02 [M 002 onstitutes a perfet mathing of G that ontains oneedge in eah of C and D1, but more than one edge in U . From (12), we dedue thatM2 ontains more than one edge in D. Thus M2 has just one edge in D1 but morethan one edge in D. This ontradits the relation D � D1. As asserted, U is tight inG2.We assert that uts C and U are not mathing equivalent. For this, assume theontrary. From (12), we dedue thatD and I are also mathing equivalent. Therefore,I also lies in C and is minimal with respet to the relation � of preedene. Therefore,I is robust. Moreover, M1 has one edge in C and more than one edge in D, whene ithas more than one edge in I. Thus, C and I are distint. We onlude that X \ Yis a proper subset of X, a ontradition to the minimality of jXj. As asserted, C andU are not mathing equivalent.We now show that ut U is trivial in G2. For this, assume the ontrary. We haveseen that ut U is tight in G2. Thus, ut U is a nontrivial tight ut of G2. CutC is robust in G, whene G2 is a near-brik. By the uniqueness of the tight utdeomposition, one of the U -ontrations of G2 is bipartite, the other is a near-brik.Let Z denote the shore of U in G2 suh that H := G2fZ; zg is bipartite. Let fA;Bgdenote the bipartition of H. Adjust notation so that z lies in A, whereupon B doesnot ontain vertex z. Then, B is a nontrivial barrier of G2.If the ontration vertex x of G2 does not lie in B then B is a nontrivial barrierof G, a ontradition. Therefore, x lies in B. We onlude that z lies in A and x liesin B. These are the only verties of H that are not original verties of G. Moreover,H is mathing overed. It follows that every perfet mathing of G ontains the



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 25same number of edges in C and in U . That is, C and U are mathing equivalent, aontradition. As asserted, U is trivial in G2.Finally, U is trivial in G, otherwise U = C, whene C and U are mathingequivalent, a ontradition. We onlude that X \ Y is a singleton. Thus, U is tightin G. In that ase, I is not tight in G, otherwise both C and D would be tight uts,by (12). Thus, X \ Y is not a singleton. We onlude that ��Y �� = jXj � jX \ Y j +��X \ Y �� < jXj. This ontradits the minimality of jXj.In all ases, we obtained a ontradition, based on the hypothesis that G1 is notsolid. As asserted, G1 is solid. 2Figure 5 illustrates the neessity of the minimality of jXj in the proof of Theorem 5.13.It shows that minimality of X is not suÆient: it depits a brik G and a robust utC := r(X). The C-ontration GfXg of G is C6 + e, the other C-ontration of Gis C6 plus a multiple edge. Thus, neither C-ontration of G is solid. Cut D is also arobust ut of G, one of its C-ontrations is K4, up to multiple edges. The trianglein G[X℄ spans a ut I that is robust in GfXg and naturally a separating ut of G.However, I is not robust in G. To see this, observe that for every perfet mathingM of G, jM \ Cj+ jM \Dj = jM \ Ij+ 1:In partiular, if M has just one edge in I then it has preisely one edge in eah ofC and D. Therefore, one of the I-ontrations of G is not a near-brik, it has a2-separation, the uts C and D are the assoiated tight uts. Finally, we note thatG is not extremal.Corollary 5.14Every extremal nonsolid brik G has a robust ut C := r(X) suh that C-ontrationGfXg is an odd wheel up to multiple edges, and C-ontration GfXg is an extremalbrik.Proof: By Theorem 5.13, G has a robust ut C := r(X) suh that C-ontrationG1 := GfXg is solid. Let G2 := GfXg.By de�nition of robust ut eah of G1 and G2 is a near-brik. By Theorem 3.5,eah of G1 and G2 is extremal. Cut C, a nontrivial separating ut of G, has atleast three edges in some perfet mathing of G. Thus, both G1 and G2 are free of2-verties. By Theorem 5.1, eah of G1 and G2 is biritial. By Proposition 2.10 eahof G1 and G2 is a brik. Thus, eah of G1 and G2 is an extremal brik. Moreover, G1is solid. By Theorem 5.6, G1 is an odd wheel, up to multiple edges. 2Figure 6 illustrates Corollary 5.14. It shows a graph that is the result of the spliingof two 5-wheels, up to multiple edges, at their hubs. We remark that this graphis also the result of the spliing of an extremal brik and a K4. We shall see thatevery extremal nonsolid ubi brik other than the Petersen graph may be obtainedby spliing a smaller extremal ubi brik and a K4. It seems quite plausible that ananalogous result (onjeture 5.15) holds for all extremal nonsolid briks.
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Figure 5: An example that illustrates the need for a robust ut of minimum shore in theproof of Theorem 5.13.

Figure 6: An example of a nonsolid extremal brik.Conjeture 5.15Every nonsolid extremal brik distint from the Petersen graph is the result of thespliing of an extremal brik and K4, up to multiple edges.



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 276 Extremal Cubi GraphsIn this setion we haraterize extremal ubi graphs and show that there are preiselyeleven suh graphs.By Corollary 4.2, the theta-graph, the bipartite graph with just two verties andthree edges, is the only ubi extremal bipartite mathing overed graph. By Corol-lary 5.3, every extremal ubi graph with more than two verties is a brik. Thus,our task now onsists of determining the extremal ubi briks.As noted in the introdution, every 2-onneted ubi graph is mathing overed.Furthermore, if G is any 2-onneted ubi graph and C is a nontrivial ut of G withjCj = 3, then both C-ontrations of G are ubi and 2-onneted. We thereforehave:Proposition 6.1In a 2-onneted ubi graph, every 3-ut is separating.We shall see that every extremal ubi brik other than K4 and the Petersen graphhas a nontrivial 3-ut.6.1 Essentially 4-Conneted Extremal Cubi BriksA 3-onneted ubi graph G is said to be essentially 4-onneted if jr(X)j > 3, forall subsets X of V (G) suh that 1 < jXj < jV (G)j � 1. In this setion we shall showthat there are preisely two essentially 4-onneted extremal ubi briks: K4 and P ,the Petersen graph.Theorem 6.2Let G be an essentially 4-onneted ubi brik distint from K4 and the Petersengraph. Then G is not extremal.Proof: Sine C6 is not essentially 4-onneted, it follows that G 6= K4; C6; P . There-fore, by Theorem 2.11, there exists an edge e = uv in G suh that e is removable andb-invariant.Assume, to the ontrary, that G is extremal. By Theorem 3.3, edge e is solitary.Thus, graph H := G � u � v has preisely one perfet mathing. By Theorem 3.9,graph H has a ut edge, say f = xy.Graph G, a brik, is 3-onneted, whene H is onneted. Therefore, H � f haspreisely two onneted omponents. Let X and Y be the sets of verties of the twoomponents of H� f , where x 2 X, and y 2 Y . Sine G 6= K4, at least one of X andY has ardinality greater than one. Suppose that jXj > 1. Then, the ut C := r(X)is a nontrivial ut of G. Thus, sine G is essentially 4-onneted, jCj � 4. And sothere must be at least three edges of G from fu; vg to X. However, the total numberof edges in r(fu; vg) is four. This means that there is at most one edge from fu; vgto Y . It follows that jr(Y )j � 2. This is impossible beause G is 3-onneted. 2



28 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murty6.2 Nonessentially 4-Conneted Extremal Cubi BriksIn this setion we show that every nonessentially 4-onneted extremal ubi brikis the result of spliing K4 and an extremal ubi brik distint from the Petersengraph. For this, we need the following result:Lemma 6.3Let G be an extremal ubi brik, C a nontrivial 3-ut of G. Then, eah C-ontrationof G is an extremal ubi brik.Proof: By indution. Assume as the primary indutive hypothesis that the assertionholds for eah nontrivial 3-ut of eah extremal ubi brik G0 having fewer vertiesthan G. Assume as the seondary indutive hypothesis that the assertion holds foreah nontrivial 3-ut C 0 ofG that stritly preedes C. (See the beginning of Setion 5.2for the de�nition of the relation of strit preedene.)The main part of the proof is to show that ut C is robust in G. That is, eahC-ontration of G is a near-brik. For this, let X be a shore of C, G1 := GfX; xg.We must show that G1 is a near-brik.Cut C is a 3-ut of G, in turn a 3-onneted graph. By Proposition 6.1, C isseparating in G. Thus, G1 is a ubi mathing overed graph. Every brik is anear-brik. We may thus assume that G1 is not a brik.Cut C is nontrivial, whene G1 has at least four verties. By Corollary 2.6, graphG1 is not biritial. Let B denote a maximal nontrivial barrier of G1. Graph G, abrik, is biritial. Eah barrier of G1 that does not ontain vertex x is a barrier ofG. We onlude that x lies in B.Let K denote the set of (odd) omponents of G1 � B. For eah K in K, letCK := r(V (K)), let GK := GfV (K); vKg.Graph G1, a ontration of G, in turn a brik, is 3-edge-onneted. Therefore,jCKj � 3 for eah K in K. On the other hand, sine G1 is ubi, PK2K jCKj = 3jBj.It follows that CK is a 3-ut, for eah K in K. Thus, GK is ubi.Let BK denote any barrier of GK . If BK does not ontain vK then it is a barrierof G, whene it is trivial. If BK ontains vK then B [ (BK � vK) is a barrier ofG1, whene BK = fvKg, by the maximality of B. In both ases, BK is trivial. Thisonlusion holds for eah barrier BK of GK. Thus, GK is a ubi biritial mathingovered graph. If K is nontrivial then, by Corollary 2.6, graph GK is a brik. Weonlude that b(G1) is equal to the number of nontrivial omponents of G1 �B.If every omponent of G1�B is trivial then G1 is bipartite. Moreover, B is one ofthe parts of the bipartition of G1. In that ase, the other part is a nontrivial barrier ofG, a ontradition. We onlude that at least one omponent of G1�B is nontrivial.Assume, to the ontrary, that G1�B has at least two nontrivial omponents, sayJ and L. For every perfet mathing M of G,jBj � 2 + jM \ CJ j+ jM \ CLj �XK2K jM \ CKj = jBj � 1 + jM \ Cj;



Graphs with Independent Perfet Mathings 29whene jM \ CJ j + jM \ CLj � 1 + jM \ Cj. Thus, eah of CJ and CL preedesC. Moreover, neither CJ nor CL is tight in G, therefore eah of CJ and CL stritlypreedes C. In partiular, CJ is a nontrivial 3-ut of G that stritly preedes C. Byindution, eah CJ -ontration of G is an extremal ubi brik.In partiular, H := GfV (J); vJg is an extremal ubi brik. Moreover, C is anontrivial 3-ut of H. By indution, eah C-ontration of H is an extremal ubibrik. But B is a nontrivial barrier of the C-ontration of H that ontains vertexvJ , a ontradition.Thus, we have shown that if G1 is not a brik then it has a nontrivial barrier Bsuh that preisely one omponent of G1 � B, say J , is nontrivial. Moreover, GJ isa brik. This implies that b(G1) = 1. That is, G1 is a near-brik. This onlusionholds for eah C-ontration G1 of G. As asserted, C is robust. This ompletes themain part of the proof.By Theorem 3.5, eah C-ontration of G is an extremal ubi near-brik. ByTheorem 5.1, eah C-ontration of G is a brik. As asserted, eah C-ontration ofG is an extremal ubi brik. 2Theorem 6.4Let G be a ubi brik that is not essentially 4-onneted. If G is extremal then itis the result of spliing K4 and an extremal ubi brik distint from the Petersengraph.Proof:By hypothesis, graph G is not essentially 4-onneted, therefore it has at leastone nontrivial 3-ut. Choose a nontrivial 3-ut C := r(X) suh that X is minimaland let G1 := GfX; xg and G2 := GfX; xg denote the C-ontrations of G.By Lemma 6.3, eah of G1 and G2 is an extremal ubi brik. By Theorem 3.5,G has preisely one perfet mathing that ontains more than one edge in C.Let us �rst show that G1 must be essentially 4-onneted. Suppose that this isnot the ase. Then G1 has a nontrivial 3-ut C1 := r(Y ), where Y is a propersubset of X. This is a ontradition to the minimality of X. Indeed, G1 is essentially4-onneted.Let us now show that G1 is K4. Graph G1 is an extremal ubi brik that isessentially 4-onneted. By Theorem 6.2, G1 is one of K4 and P , the Petersen graph.It an be easily seen that if G1 = P , then G would have at least two perfet mathingsthat inlude ut C. This is preluded by Theorem 3.5. Therefore, graph G1 is K4.Likewise, G2 annot be the Petersen graph, otherwise G would have at least twoperfet mathings that inlude ut C. The assertion holds. 2The following Theorem is an immediate onsequene of Theorem 3.5 and Theo-rem 6.4. A vertex v of a ubi graphH is said to satisfy the unique mathing onditionif the graph obtained from H by deleting v and all the three neighbours of v has aunique perfet mathing.



30 Carvalho, Luhesi and MurtyTheorem 6.5Let G be an extremal ubi brik di�erent from K4 and P . ThenG = (H �K4)v;where H is an an extremal ubi brik on jV (G)j � 2 verties distint from P and vis a vertex of H that satis�es the unique mathing ondition.Theorem 6.5 suggests how all extremal briks distint from the Petersen graphmay be generated. We start with K4. Clearly it is the only extremal ubi brik onfour verties. For n � 4, suppose that the set Gn of all extremal ubi briks on nverties is known. Then eah graph in the set Gn+2, the set of ubi briks on n + 2verties, is of the form (H � K4)v, where H is a member of Gn and v is a vertex ofH that satis�es the unique mathing ondition. All graphs (up to isomorphism) thatan be generated in this way are shown in Figure 7.Let G1 := K4, G2 := C6 and G3 := R8. Sine G1 and G2 are vertex-transitive, itfollows that G4 = fG1g, G6 = fG2g and G8 = fG3g. The automorphism group of G3has three orbits. Verties of G3 marked u and v in Figure 7 belong to di�erent orbitsand satisfy the unique mathing ondition. The verties of the third orbit of G3 donot satisfy the unique mathing ondition. Thus we obtain graphs G4 := (G3�K4)uand G5 := (G3 � K4)v that onstitute the set G10 of extremal ubi briks on tenverties. It an be seen that G12 = fG6; G7g where G6 = (G4 � K4)u �= (G5 � K4)vand G7 = (G5�K4)v, G14 = fG8g where G8 = (G6�K4)u �= (G7�K4)u and, �nally,G16 = fG9g where G9 = (G8 �K4)u. To on�rm that the nine graphs G1; G2; :::; G9are the only extremal ubi graphs, other than the Petersen graph and the thetagraph, the following fats need to be veri�ed for eah Gi:1. Every labelled vertex of Gi has the unique mathing property and di�erentlabelled verties of Gi belong to di�erent orbits under the automorphism groupof Gi, and2. Every unlabelled vertex of Gi belongs to the same orbit as a labelled vertex orit does not have the unique mathing property.There is only one extremal ubi brik on sixteen verties, namely G9 (Figure 7)and no vertex of this graph satis�es the unique mathing ondition. Therefore, thereare no extremal ubi briks on eighteen verties. It is quite interesting that thisproedure annot be arried on forever.Referenes[1℄ J. A. Bondy and U. S. R. Murty. Graph Theory with Appliations. Mamillan,London, 1976.
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Figure 7: Extremal ubi briks[2℄ M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Luhesi, and U. S. R. Murty. On a onjeture of Lov�aszonerning briks. I. The harateristi of a mathing overed graph. To appear injt Series b { see http://www.idealibrary.om/links/doi/10.1006/jtb.2001.2091.[3℄ M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Luhesi, and U. S. R. Murty. On a onjeture of Lov�asz



32 Carvalho, Luhesi and Murtyonerning briks. II. Briks of �nite harateristi. To appear in jt Series b {see http://www.idealibrary.om/links/doi/10.1006/jtb.2001.2092.[4℄ M. H. de Carvalho, C. L. Luhesi, and U. S. R. Murty. Optimal ear de-ompositions of mathing overed graphs. To appear in jt Series b { seehttp://www.idealibrary.om/links/doi/10.1006/jtb.2001.2090.[5℄ J. Edmonds, L. Lov�asz, and W. R. Pulleyblank. Brik deomposition and themathing rank of graphs. Combinatoria, 2:247{274, 1982.[6℄ L. Lov�asz. Mathing struture and the mathing lattie. Journal of CombinatorialTheory (B), 43:187{222, 1987.[7℄ L. Lov�asz and M. D. Plummer. Mathing Theory. Number 29 in Annals of DisreteMathematis. Elsevier Siene, 1986.


